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1. Italian Insurers review a year

That this is a dramatic period of enormous challenges was highlighted by Maria Bianca Farina, chairwoman of

ANIA (the insurers' association), on 5 July when she addressed the association's annual meeting in Rome.

Describing these times as “complex and problematic”, she noted that the pandemic and a war underway “in the

heart of Europe have thrust us into a grey zone of uncertainty that can only be tackled through courageous

changes, determined leaders and the  affirmation strategies of solidarity.” 
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After 131 days of war there is no sign of its end, putting at risk the lifting of millions from poverty, noted Ms

Farina. Turning to matters at home, she drew attention to the major challenges that both Italy and its insurers

face. In the opening phrases of her address, ANIA's chairwoman said she had reflected at length on the question

of constructing the future. Italy's insurers are already playing a major part in recovery from the pandemic, ANIA's

initiative for an infrastructure investment fund, recently closed with €516 million funding, is an example, and

portfolio diversification into alternative assets is increasing. Sustainable medium to long-term investment in the

real economy is fundamental and Ms Farina said that despite the current situation “environmental transition must

not slow down”, and that the insurance industry is determined to be actively involved “integrating ESG principles

into operations and the governance of our firms”. In a section of her address that looked at the results and trends

of Italy's insurance market, she noted that for the first time since the 1980s, Italian insurers have to deal with

rising interest rates and with savers who want protection against inflation. For Ms Farina, higher interest rates are

not a problem in themselves but the speed of increase makes the maintenance of a net positive inflow crucial.

Regulation was a focus of Ms Farina's attention and, like its bankers, after years of massive and continuous

introduction of new rules and limits, Italy's insurers are calling for a change of direction. “The market needs a

real, solid process of simplification. To make insurance more accessible and efficient, all our clients are asking

for it. We should therefore head speedily this direction,” urged ANIA's Chairwoman. Closing her address, she

summed up what is needed for the country's economic and social growth. Insurance is a primary actor and Ms

Farina noted how Italy can count on its contribution. “We are here in the present and we will be there in the

'future of the future',” she said.                        

 

2. Patuelli at the General Assembly of the Italian Banking Association: Italian

Banks are resilient

The "substantial resilience" of Italian banks despite the pandemic and the Russian-Ukrainian crisis, the request

not to tighten the rules of the Basel 3+ Accord designed before the two emergencies, the alarm for the use of

cryptocurrencies in the absence of international regulation, the hope for cross-border banking mergers in Europe

to face the rising competition of US and Asian financial giants, the request not to burden banks with additional

capital requirements while creating the rules for sustainable finance, the importance of the completing of the

Banking Union and the Capital Markets Union in a more "pragmatic" way, and above all the request for

"prolonged European and national resilience measures for renewed sustainable development and employment -

also indispensable for reducing public debt - in light of the explosion of energy prices, inflation and the uncertain

economic recovery ". 

These are just some of the messages delivered by the Chairman of ABI (the Italian Banking Association),

Antonio Patuelli, in his opening speech at the Annual Meeting which was held in Rome on 8 July. Mr. Patuelli,

who has also been re-elected President of ABI for a renewed two-year term by the newly elected Council, invited

the European Union (EU) to reform the Stability and Growth Pact by “reversing its factors, thus aiming firstly for

growth and, as a consequence, for stability". 
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He also called for a legally binding Constitution for the European Union, even revising its Treaties, if necessary.

Finally, he stressed the importance of creating a European anti-money laundering authority - with competences

also on cryptocurrencies - and of having its headquarters in Italy. 

In his speech, the Governor of the Bank of Italy, Ignazio Visco, confirmed the "firm will of the European Central

Bank (ECB)" to fight inflation, calling it an "unfair tax on consumers and citizens". In conclusion, the Italian

Minister of Finance, Daniele Franco, focused on the economic stimulus that could come from the full

implementation of the National Recovery and Resilience Plan (PNRR). "The impact may be even greater if the

broad and articulated reform program envisaged by the PNRR is completed quickly and in its entirety", he

commented. To Mr. Patuelli, Spotlight and FeBAF - expressly mentioned in his report during the Assembly -

express their best wishes for the renewed election.

 

3. A Russian challenge for financial intelligence unit (FIU)

“New and dramatic events are calling the FIU to unprecedented operational efforts,” said Claudio Clemente,

director of the Bank of Italy's financial intelligence unit, when making his annual report. He was referring to the

new workload that Russia's war against Ukraine has brought the unit. At 20 June, sanctions and the freezing of

assets had concerned 129 financial relationships of 25 designated subjects in Italy, for an overall value of €287

million. Over and above the financial assets communicated to the FIU, economic sanctions are hitting economic

resources of significant value, noted Mr Clemente. He added that the continuation of sanctions will probably

bring a multiplication of attempts to avoid or escape them. “The quantity of assets and volume of Russian

(business and financial) flows create networks of interests and relationships, structured across multiple

intersections and with nodes located in different jurisdictions; 
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limits to the transparency of real ownership continue to allow forms of arbitrage,” said Mr Clemente. Sanctions

arising from Russia's attack on Ukraine look like being a continuing workload for Italy's FIU well into a future in

which the Bel Paese may find itself home to Europe's anti-money-laundering authority, a body that it is well

equipped to host.

 

4. Insurance regulator reports

The document is headed Report on the Institution's Activities in 2021, but when Luigi Federico Signorini,

chairman of IVASS (the insurance regulator), presented it on 28 June, references to Russia's war against

Ukraine and “the uncertainty that again darkens the economic and financial horizon” were among his opening

words. Italy's insurers had come through the pandemic virtually unscathed, the average solvency ratio at the end

of last year standing at 243 per cent, having been 257 per cent at the end of March 2021. No insurer fell below

100 per cent and there were only rare cases below 130 per cent. “During the long health emergency, taking

account of episodes of volatility that characterised financial markets, the Italian insurance system overall

demonstrated its robustness,” Mr Signorini told attendees (in-person and online). However, while the exposure of

Italian insurers to the impact of Russian aggression in Ukraine is limited, the monthly monitoring of solvency

ratios introduced during the pandemic is continuing. 

 

Among many points that IVASS's chairman noted was the sensitivity of insurers' capital ratios to Italy's sovereign

debt spread. And Mr Signorini is concerned about changes to Solvency II that would reduce capital

requirements. He considers that aims of directing insurers' resources to boost the real economy and for

environmental transition are properly carried out using “instruments of political economy not by relaxing

prudential safeguards”. From the difficulties of the recent past, the war has now brought additional major

challenges. But Mr Signorini offered words of encouragement. The regulator is watching the situation closely “but

for the moment without alarm”.

 

In brief

AIFI runs a tax and legal marathon. Keeping its members up with the game, AIFI (the private equity, venture
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capital and private debt association) held a series of seminars on 5 July. A total of twelve seminars organised in

two streams, with the expert knowledge of speakers from leading legal and tax firms, covered subjects like the

tax aspects of Italian funds, models of governance and trends in Italian and international venture capital markets.

Introducing the day's programme, Innocenzo Cipolletta, AFI's chairman, noted that it is important for the

association's members to be aware of changes underway and of “new formulas for operations that are being

adopted.”

 

Bocconi looks at small and medium banks. Milan's Bocconi university focused on small and medium banks in

a conference on 28 June. The speakers included Paolo Angelini, deputy-general-manager at the Bank of Italy.

Among the questions he tackled was increased regulation complexity and proportionality, and the effects on

smaller credit institutions. He noted that consumer safeguards “should not depend on the size or complexity of

intermediaries”. And he drew attention to smaller credit institutions' lack of the economies of scale that facilitate

investment in digitalisation and advanced technologies, albeit they have options offering ways forward. With

numerous smaller institutions, the Italian banking system is characterised by a high level of “biodiversity”, which

the regulator “considers a point of strength as it limits monopolistic yields caused by excessive concentration,

reduces negative externalities connected with intermediaries that are too big to fail, and ensures regional banks

that support financial inclusion.”

 

The association of Italy's occupational pension funds (Assofondipensione) continues to analyse what its

members are doing on ESG. Over the past four years the number of funds setting an ESG policy has risen

steadily. This is the result of a recently published online survey. The association's research found that since 2018

there has been almost a three-fold increase in funds that employ an internal ESG expert. Three-quarters of

respondent funds have signed the UN Principles for Responsible Investment, against less than a quarter last

year. Indeed, 100 per cent of the investments of one of Assofondipensione's members satisfy ESG benchmarks.

Other funds aim to follow in this direction, with two-thirds expecting to increase the percentage of their portfolios

that are invested according to ESG benchmarks.
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